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Abstract— Quick response (QR) codes have been widely used in1

mobile applications, especially mobile payments, such as Alipay,2

WeChat, PayPal, etc due to their convenience and the pervasive3

built-in cameras on smartphones. Recently, however, attacks4

against QR codes have been reported and attackers can capture5

a QR code of the victim and replay it to achieve a fraudulent6

transaction or intercept private information, just before the7

original QR code is scanned. In this study, we enhance the8

security of a QR code by identifying its authenticity. We propose9

SCREENID, which embeds a QR code with information of the10

screen which displays it, thereby the QR code can reveal whether11

it is reproduced by an adversary or not. In SCREENID, PWM12

frequency of screens is exploited as the unique screen finger-13

print. To improve the estimation accuracy of PWM frequency,14

SCREENID incorporates a model for the interaction between the15

camera and screen in the temporal and spatial domains. Exten-16

sive experiments demonstrate that SCREENID can differentiate17

screens of different models, types, and manufacturers and thus18

improve the security of QR codes.19

Index Terms— Screen-camera communication, secure QR code.20

I. INTRODUCTION21

QUICK response (QR) codes are barcodes comprising22

white and black blocks. In the past years, with the per-23

vasive built-in cameras on smartphones, QR codes have been24

widely adopted in mobile applications such as communication,25

payment, etc. Especially, for mobile payment scenarios, the26

QR code system (hereafter we name a QR code system as27

QRCode) is almost a standard module for service providers28

such as AliPay, WeChat, PayPal, etc [1], [2]. Users just need29

to show their QR codes on smartphones for a quick transaction,30

which provides convenient and friendly experience.31
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Fig. 1. A flowchart of a typical QRCode system for mobile transaction. Note
that an adversary can capture the victim’s QR code and then replay it for a
fraudulent transaction.

The QRCode system works in a straightforward way. 32

As shown in the flowchart in Fig. 1, payment transactions 33

begin with the generation of a legal QR code, which includes 34

the ID of the user in the application, e.g., the AliPay account, 35

a time-stamp, and the secret transaction information in the 36

form of an encrypted token. The user then presents the QR 37

code to the cashier to have it scanned into the transaction 38

system, together with other transaction information such as 39

total amount and currency type. On the server side, the 40

merchant extracts the token from QR code, obtains the user 41

ID from the token and then accesses the database maintained 42

by the company to retrieve the stored secret of the payer. 43

This secret is then converted into a new token for verification. 44

As long as the token is deemed valid, the transaction proceeds. 45

However, the above-mentioned transaction process is far 46

from secure. Recently, researchers have reported that a 47

QRCode system is susceptible to the Synchronized Token Lift- 48

ing and Spending (STLS) attack and other similar attacks [3]. 49

In this attack, the adversary first acquires an image of the QR 50

code displayed on the victim’s device [4], when the victim is 51

showing the QR code to the cashier, for example. Then the 52

adversary replays the stolen QR code for another transaction, 53

which we call fraudulent transaction. To ensure the success of 54

such an attack, the adversary should also finish the transaction 55

before the legitimate scanning process from the cashier. 56

To against the STLS attack, researchers have proposed a 57

lot of solutions. Most existing protection schemes aim at 58
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safeguarding the QRCode system by inserting codewords [5],59

[6], [7] or concealing the original QR codes using visually60

cryptographic techniques [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Unfor-61

tunately, attackers can still succeed in replaying the stolen QR62

code as they do not need to decrypt the message embedded in63

the QR code.64

In this paper, we sought to enhance the security of the65

QRCode system by identifying the authenticity of a QR code.66

We propose SCREENID, which embeds a QR code with infor-67

mation of the screen that is displaying it, thereby the generated68

QR code can reveal whether the screen is corresponding to it.69

In SCREENID, we utilize the pulse width modulation (PWM)70

frequency of screens as the unique screen fingerprint. From71

our experiments, it can hardly find any two smartphones with72

the same PWM frequency. PWM frequency makes a good73

candidate for screen fingerprint for the reason that it is adjusted74

to different value by screen manufacturers. Even for the same75

manufacture, the PWM frequency shows variances due to76

the variations in the manufacturing processes. In Section IV,77

we show that PWM frequencies are different even for phones78

of the same model. Although the results cannot fully guarantee79

the security of QRCode system, the probability that any two80

mobile phones have the same frequency is negligible, therefore81

SCREENID can successfully enhance the security of QRCode82

system.83

On the receiver side, e.g., the camera in a cashier, the PWM84

frequency is measured by the rolling shutter effect observed on85

the cashier’s camera. The QR code is legal and the transaction86

proceeds only if the PWM frequency embedded in the QR87

code and the one measured from the screen are closely match.88

In realizing the SCREENID, we overcome several chal-89

lenges. First, the interaction between screen and camera90

involves many influencing factors, such as PWM dimming91

and screen refresh rate, etc. Obtaining an accurate frequency92

estimation requires that the interactions among these factors93

be modeled in the temporal as well as the spatial domains94

(Sec. VI). Second, it was necessary to compensate for varia-95

tions of distance and angle between the display device and the96

scanning device, e.g., a camera (Sec. VII-F). Third, we found97

that the differences in PWM frequency among smartphones98

were really small (e.g., 0.1Hz), particularly when dealing with99

smartphones of the same model. Thus, we need to increase100

the frequency resolution, while minimizing the number of101

captured images (Sec. VII-G).102

We verified the efficacy of a SCREENID prototype using103

50 screens under a variety of camera settings and environmen-104

tal conditions. The usability of the proposed system was also105

verified in experiments involving ten participants of various106

ages. We summarize the contribution of this paper as follows:107

• We demonstrated the feasibility of using PWM frequency108

of screens for fingerprint, and the fingerprint can be109

embedded in to a QR code to check its authenticity.110

From our dataset, 99.3% pairwise frequency differences111

of screens are larger than 0.1Hz.112

• We proposed SCREENID, which incurs no additional113

hardware for the QRCode system and has no require-114

ments for user behavior. SCREENID can be implemented115

via a simple software update.116

• We proposed to model the interaction between the camera 117

and the screen in both temporal and spatial domains and 118

achieved high estimation accuracy of PWM frequency, 119

i.e., within 0.03Hz. 120

• We conducted exhaustive experiments and demonstrated 121

the efficacy of the SCREENID system under a variety of 122

operating conditions. The evaluation shows the identifi- 123

able success rate (i.e. True Positive Rate) is above 94.3% 124

and the wrongly accepted rate (i.e. False Positive Rate) 125

against attack attempts is below 0.8%. 126

II. RELATED WORK 127

A. Visible Light Communication 128

Many works exploited the interaction between the light 129

and camera. The visual microphone [14] used the rolling 130

shutter effect to measure the vibration of objects to reconstruct 131

the speech. Danakis et al. [15] exploited the rolling shutter 132

effect to increase data rates in light-to-camera communica- 133

tions. LiTell [16], iLAMP [17], and Pulsar [18] have applied 134

visible light communication to indoor localization based on 135

frequencies specific to individual light sources. LiShield [19] 136

uses the flickering of smart LEDs to protect visual privacy. 137

ChromaCode [20] achieves unobtrusive, high-rate, screen- 138

camera communication by considering perceptually uniform 139

color space and design a novel adaptive embedding scheme 140

accounts for pixel brightness and texture. Rainbar+ [21] 141

optimized the layout for color barcodes to improve encoding 142

capacity of each barcode, and realized a robust high-goodput 143

visual communication system using color barcodes with real 144

time feedback. 145

Our work also relies on the rolling shutter effect to capture 146

the light frequency. Different from previous works which dealt 147

with a single light source (e.g., a light bulb or a LCD screen), 148

one of the challenges we faced is that many light sources 149

(i.e., many pixels on OLED screen) flickering asynchronously 150

at a given frequency. Obtaining accurate frequency estima- 151

tion requires modeling interactions in temporal and spatial 152

domains. 153

B. Visual Cryptographic Security 154

Most previous studies have focused on the encryption 155

of authentication codes [5], [6], [7], [22] directly within 156

barcodes. Chen [7] embedded authentication data including 157

codewords and signatures within QR code. Nonetheless, even 158

those researchers concede that their systems are vulnerable 159

to Replay and STLS attacks [3] without hardware finger- 160

print. To avoid STLS attacks, POSAUTH [3] requires double 161

scanning which changes users’ habits. Zhou et al. [23] utilize 162

various brightness pixels as hardware fingerprint, but is restrict 163

with completely dark environment and pixel aging problem. 164

Visual cryptography (VC) techniques [24] have also been 165

developed to ensure that messages remain concealed. Essen- 166

tially, a secret image is embedded within shared images aimed 167

at camouflaging the hidden data, which can be revealed only 168

through the stacking of multiple shared images or capturing 169

with a specific approach [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. 170

mQRcode [12] utilizes moire patterns to encrypt the original 171
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Fig. 2. An illustration of PWM dimming and analog dimming.

QR code, thereby making the information impervious to172

extraction unless viewed from a specific position. Nonetheless,173

those methods necessitate the exchange of key images with174

a server or restrict the user to a pre-determined position to175

recover the original QR code.176

Unlike the methods mentioned above, our approach utilizes177

hardware fingerprint to avoid STLS attacks, which does not178

require additional equipment and allows the user complete179

freedom in the use of their device.180

C. Screen Watermarking Schemes181

Digital media requires protection through internet or other182

mediums. The key idea of watermarking schemes [25] is to183

embed an imperceptible image within the target file, which184

have no connection with the hardware information of victims’185

device. Without the connection with the hardware, the water-186

mark can be displayed on any device, so it cannot prevent187

replay attacks. Most existing approaches [26], [27], [28] focus188

on embedding an imperceptible image on spatial domain.189

Abraham and Paul [28] used the RGB color space to con-190

ceal watermark signals within color images. Riad et al. [29]191

and Gourrame et al. [30] proposed a robust watermarking192

method based on Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Thongkor193

and Amornraksa [31] presented a watermarking method that194

remains robust even after printing. These watermarking tech-195

niques are utilized to ensure the ownership or the source of an196

image. However, attackers need not to erase the watermarks,197

but only to directly show the image containing the watermark198

to achieve the attacks. In other words, it need a two-factor199

authentication method to verify if the watermark and the200

ownership of the QR code is correspond. Therefore, the201

attackers do not need to erase the watermark, but directly show202

the image containing the watermark to achieve the attack. Only203

a single watermarking scheme does not work in preventing204

from Replay and STLS attacks.205

III. BACKGROUND206

A. Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Dimming Control207

There are two mechanisms commonly used to control screen208

brightness. One is analog dimming [32], which adjusts screen209

brightness by regulating the voltage output from a DC power210

supply (i.e., DC dimming) (Fig. 2). The other is pulse width211

Fig. 3. Sampling performed by camera sensors. Some of the rows sample
during the PWM on-time, and others sample during the off-time, respectively
producing black (darker) and white (lighter) stripes in the captured image.

modulation (PWM) dimming [32] which adjusts screen bright- 212

ness by digital encoding an analog signal to appear for a given 213

period of time, wherein the power is either fully on or fully off. 214

Essentially, the screen brightness is adjusted by regulating the 215

on-time (TON ) in each cycle (Tpwm) [33]. Since human eyes 216

are insensitive to changes of high frequency, we do not notice 217

the flickering, but rather perceive a difference in brightness. 218

Essentially, the screen appears brighter when the on:off ratio 219

is larger. 220

PWM dimming has several advantages over analog dim- 221

ming. PWM dimming does not impose chromatographic shifts 222

(color cast due to lighting unit response sensitivity), as the 223

current is always equal to the full-amplitude current Imax or 0. 224

PWM also permits high dimming resolution over a wide range 225

of values. This has led to the widespread adoption of PWM 226

dimming for OLED screens. Note that it is rapidly gaining 227

popularity for mobile devices. 228

B. Rolling Shutter Camera 229

Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) tech- 230

nology is widely used to fabricate the cameras used in modern 231

smartphones. The sequential sampling by different rows in the 232

camera sensor is referred to as a rolling shutter [35]. Fig. 3 233

illustrates the sampling process when capturing a video. The 234

latency between the start of each exposure in each row is 235

denoted by ΔC . Note that ΔC remains a constant regardless 236

of the ISO and exposure time and whether the sensor is used to 237

capture a still image or video segment. The sampling rate fc of 238

a rolling shutter camera is calculated as follows:fc = 1/ΔC . 239

While capturing a video, the time during which one frame 240

is captured is denoted by Tf . Thus, for a video at 30fps, 241

Tf = 1/30. Note that there is a time gap between the end 242

of the last row in one frame and the start of the first row in 243

the following frame. The time gap can be derived as follows: 244

Tgap = Tf −Te−(Xc−1)ΔC , where Xc indicates number of 245

rows of camera sensor and Te represents the exposure time. 246

When using a rolling shutter sensor to capture an image 247

from a screen with PWM-induced flicker, the light intensity 248

indicates the total number of photons received by a given row 249

throughout the duration of the exposure. Fig. 3 shows the black 250

(darker) and white (lighter) stripes created by the sensor rows, 251

while recording an image in which PWM signals periodically 252

turn the screen on and off. Examples of this phenomenon are 253

shown in Fig. 6. Details pertaining to the modeling of the 254

stripes and their use in computing the PWM frequency are 255

presented in Section VI. 256
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Fig. 4. CDF of PWM frequencies and pairwise differences of 300 screens
reported in NotebookCheck [34] and 50 screens (30 are of the same model)
we collected.

Fig. 5. We measure the PWM frequencies of 8 screens of the same model
across days and at various distances to show its stability.

IV. PRELIMINARY STUDY257

If PWM dimming frequency is to be used as a feature258

by which to identify screens, then we must first verify its259

uniqueness and stability.260

A. Uniqueness of PWM Frequency261

We first conducted a preliminary study to assess the unique-262

ness of PWM frequencies across screens from different and the263

same models.We used a light sensor ADPD2212 [36] sampling264

at 80kHz to measure the PWM frequencies of 50 phone265

screens. We crawled 300 screen benchmarks collected by266

NotebookCheck [34] (covering mainstream smartphones from267

2016 to 2019). Fig. 4(a) illustrates the distribution of PWM268

frequencies among smartphone screens. We can see that 97%269

of the PWM frequencies were below 10kHz and 68.3% were270

below 2kHz. Note that most current smartphones support271

video capture at 1920 × 1080 using a frame rate of 30fps.272

This means that it should be possible to achieve sampling273

rates of at least 32.4kHz, which is far beyond the Nyquist274

sampling rate (> 2 × 10kHz).275

Fig. 4 shows the CDF of the pairwise differences in PWM276

frequency among screens. Note that the frequency resolution277

in the NotebookCheck dataset is 0.1Hz so it cannot distingush278

screens using a close PWM frequency. In our dataset, the279

frequency resolution is 0.01Hz. We can see that among280

all screens and screens of the same model, 95% pairwise281

differences are larger than 1.1Hz and 0.18Hz, respectively.282

The results revealed that a frequency resolution of 0.1Hz283

should be sufficient to differentiate among 99.3% screens.284

B. Stability of PWM Frequency285

We also assessed the uniformity of PWM frequencies under286

various conditions. Fig. 5 shows the PWM frequencies of287

8 screens (Samsung S7 [37]) of the same model measured288

in various days and from various distances. The variation in 289

PWM frequency was at most 0.01Hz which implies the PWM 290

frequency is stable. 291

V. THREAT MODEL 292

In this paper, we aim to enhance the security of a QR code 293

by embedding the screen fingerprint into the displayed QR 294

code. An adversary may destroy the security by launching a 295

STLS attack as following: 296

An adversary can intercept a QR code without the awareness 297

of the victim during a transaction, for example. Then the 298

stolen QR code can be replayed by the attacker to achieve 299

a successful fraudulent transaction. The whole replay attack 300

process should be finished before the token expires. The 301

attackers may interrupt or delay the legitimate progress for 302

attack by using some social-engineering methods,e.g., talking 303

to the victim or the cashier [3], [38], [39]. 304

We make the following assumptions on the adversary. 305

• No access to the victim device. We consider the adver- 306

sary can physically obtain the QR code displayed on 307

the victim device from a certain distance. For example, 308

she may capture the QR code using a smartphone or a 309

dedicated camera present at the payment scene. 310

• Malware attack. We assume that the adversary could 311

install a malicious app to screenshot or take camera 312

permissions to obtain the QR code. For instance, the 313

reflection of QR code on the glass of POS scanner may 314

be sniffed by the malicious app using front camera [3]. 315

• No limitation to software and hardware. The adver- 316

sary may utilize state-of-the-art image photographing, 317

recording and synthesis software techniques. She can also 318

utilize any devices such as high-quality digital cameras 319

and high-speed networks for a replay attack. 320

• No cooperation with payment apps or the cashier. 321

We assume that the adversary cannot cooperate with 322

payment apps to decrypt the key information encoded in 323

the QR code. We also assume that the adversary cannot 324

cooperate with the cashier as he cannot obtain the camera 325

configuration. 326

VI. MEASURING PWM FREQUENCY USING A CAMERA 327

In this section, we examine the process of measuring PWM 328

frequency using rolling shutter effect. Note that our use of the 329

rolling shutter for frequency measurement must contend with 330

many light sources flickering asynchronously. We addressed 331

this issue by modeling the screen-camera interaction in tem- 332

poral as well as spatial domain. 333

A. PWM Dimming of LCD and OLED 334

LCD and OLED screens both use PWM dimming control; 335

however, the actual dimming methods differ. LCD screens 336

use a single backlight, such that the screen can be regarded 337

as a single light source flickering at its PWM frequency. 338

Figs. 6(a)(c)(e) show the black and white bands caused by 339

the interaction between LCD screen flicker and the rolling 340

shutter. Note the lack of variation in the width and angle of 341

the bands despite variations in the distance and angle between 342
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Fig. 6. Images of LCD and OLED screens captured using a camera. The position of the camera was fixed, while the position and direction of the screens
was varied. The stripes in the LCD screen remained the same in all cases, whereas they varied in the OLED screen in terms of width and angle.

Fig. 7. Asynchronous PWM dimming in OLED screens and example of
sampling using a rolling shutter camera where the projection ratio M = 3.

the camera and screen. This indicates the estimates of flicker343

frequency vary only as a function of rolling shutter speed.344

By contrast, the bands in Figs. 6(b)(d)(f) from an OLED345

screen varied in terms of width and angle, depending on the346

position of the screen. This can be attributed to the fact that347

each pixel in an OLED screen is controlled by an LED light348

source and the PWM cycle of each row is asynchronous.349

As shown in Fig. 7, the OLED pixels are grouped into rows,350

the flickering of which is delayed by latency ΔS from the351

previous row. Note that PWM latency ΔS is kept constant352

among rows in order to prevent fluctuations1 in current. [40]353

B. Using a Camera for Sampling354

The fact that the brightness of OLED screens varies as a355

function of time and space means that the rolling shutter effect356

can be viewed as a process of sampling in the temporal and357

spatial domains. PWM dimming control produces square wave358

signals. Since we are primarily interested in frequency fpwm,359

without a loss of generality, a sinusoidal wave can be used to360

describe the PWM signals we are interested in, as follows:361

362

T (xs, t) = cos(2πfpwm(t + xsΔS) + θ) (1)363

where T (xs, t) denotes the signal emitted from the xth
s row364

of the screen at time t. xs ranges from 0, 1, . . . , Xs−1 where365

Xs indicates the number of rows across the entire screen. θ366

denotes the initial phase of the signal in the first row.367

When using a rolling shutter camera to capture an image368

from an OLED screen, the screen with Xs rows is mapped369

to Xs→c rows in the captured picture (as shown in Fig. 8).370

In other words, we assume that M rows on the camera sensor371

capture one row from the screen, where the projection ratio372

1A pixel requires a larger current during its PWM duty cycle. By introducing
a phase latency between rows, the total current required by the all pixels
remain more stable across time.

Fig. 8. Projection ratio between screen and camera.

M can be denoted as follows: 373

M =
Xs→c

Xs
374

Fig. 7 presents an example of image sampling in which the 375

screen and camera are placed in parallel to induce flicker and 376

sampling is performed sequentially from top to bottom. Note 377

that we later remove this assumption and model the interaction 378

under arbitrary screen placements. The red arrows indicate the 379

samples obtained by individual camera rows. M = 3 indicates 380

that three camera rows capture the same row on the screen. 381

Assuming that the camera begins sampling at time k, the 382

captured signals can be written as follows: 383

R(xc, t) = cos(2πfpwm((t + k + xcΔC) + xsΔS) + θ) 384

= cos(2πfpwm(t + k) + 2πfpwm(xcΔC 385

+�xc

M
�ΔS) + θ) (2) 386

where R(xc, t) represents the signal received at camera row 387

xc and time t. xc ranges from 0 . . .Xc−1 where Xc indicates 388

the number of camera rows. ΔC represents the rolling shutter 389

interval (Fig. 3). 390

Thus, the intensity of pixels in xc row, I(xc), is the sum 391

of photons received throughout the entire exposure, which can 392

be derived as follows: 393

I(xc) =
∫ k+xcΔC+Te

t=k+xcΔC

R(xc, t)dt (3) 394

where Te represents the exposure duration. 395

C. Sampling Under Arbitrary Screen Placement 396

It would be unreasonable to expect all cellphone users to 397

hold their devices at precisely the same angle while the QR 398

code is being read. Thus, we considered sampling with the 399

mobile device held at an arbitrary angle relative to the camera. 400

Fig. 9(a) shows the situation in which the screen is placed at 401

angle α relative to the direction of the rolling shutter. For this 402

arbitrary case, we can obtain a new projection ratio as follows: 403

M =
Xs→c cosα

Xs
(4) 404
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Fig. 9. Projection ratio and resulting stripe angle in arbitrary direction.

As in Eq.2, the received signal from line xc at cross-angle405

α (0◦ ≤ α ≤ 360◦) can be modeled as follows:406

R(xc, t, α) = cos(2πfpwm(t + k)407

+2πfpwm(xcΔC + �xccosα

M
�ΔS) + θ)408

The intensity of pixels in row xc indicated by I(xc)409

throughout the exposure can be derived as follows:410

I(xc) =
∫ k+xcΔC+Te

t=k+xcΔC

R(xc, t, α)dt411

Specifically, the stripe pattern changes as a function of device412

rotation and distance from the camera (Sec. VI-A). Fig. 9(b)413

indicates the variation in angle due to rotation and projection414

ratio M . The scanning performed by the rolling shutter camera415

and the PWM signal can be considered frequency vectors fc416

and fs, which are derived as follows:417

fc =
1

ΔC
, fs =

1
ΔS

418

Due to the degree of projection ratio between the screen419

and camera, it is possible to convert the actual PWM signal420

frequency vector into a capture coordinate as fS→C = fsM .421

The combined stripe pattern vector (denoted by fStrip) is422

shown in Fig. 9(b). Thus, the resulting angle of the stripe423

patterns relative to the horizontal (denoted by φ) can be derived424

as follows:425

tan φ =
fS→C cosα + fc

fS→C sin α
=

ΔCM cosα + ΔS

ΔCM sin α
(5)426

when α = 0◦ or 180◦, the refresh direction is the same or427

the inverse direction of the rolling shutter, such that the stripe428

patterns are aligned parallel to the bottom of the image.429

D. Sampling Using Multiple Frames430

The frequency resolution is limited by the length of the431

data; If we capture only one photo, the frequency resolution432

is insufficient to determine PWM frequencies of different433

screens. One intuitive solution is to concatenate multiple434

frames of a video. However, concatenating frames from an435

OLED screen is a nontrivial problem, due to the presence of436

gaps between the frames. The start of exposure in the first437

row in the previous frame is denoted as t, whereas the start438

of exposure in the first row in the subsequent frame is t+Tf ,439

where Tf denotes the frame duration, as shown in Fig. 3.440

Fig. 10. Problems associated with desynchronization due to fluctuations in
frame rates and sampling intervals.

Thus, the received signal associated with continuous cap- 441

tures through multiple frames can be denoted as follows: 442

R(xc, t, α, n) = cos(2πfpwm(t + nTf + k) 443

+2πfpwm(xcΔC + �xc cosα

M
�ΔS) + θ) 444

(n ∈ 0, 1, 2, . . .) (6) 445

where n denotes the frame number beginning at 0. 446

Note that Eq. 6 can be treated as a spatial frequency related 447

to row index xc at specific time t+nTf +k. cos(2πfpwm(t+ 448

nTf + k) can be regarded as the initial phase in the spatial 449

domain, denoted by θ0. Thus, the received signal in spatial 450

domain RS can be modeled as follows: 451

RS(xc, α) = cos(2πfpwm(xcΔC + �xc cosα

M
�ΔS) + θ0 + θ) 452

(7) 453

By transforming Eq. 7 into the time domain using one sample 454

per line, we can derive the true sampling interval in the 455

communication between screen and camera as follows: 456

Δs→c =
xcΔC + �xc cos α

M �ΔS

xc
(8) 457

where the sampling rates for extracting frequency is denoted 458

by fs = 1/Δs→c. 459

However, variations among cameras in terms of rolling 460

shutter effects lead to differences in ΔC and interval ΔS 461

between the lines in the PWM signal. Variations in frame rates 462

and sampling intervals can also lead to information duplication 463

or information loss. Essentially, situations involving desyn- 464

chronization can be divided into two cases: 465

• Case1: Frame duration Tf exceeds the sampling duration 466

xcΔs→c, leading to information loss. 467

• Case2: Frame duration Tf is shorter than the sampling 468

duration xcΔs→c, leading to information duplication. 469

Fig. 10 presents an example of desynchronization due to 470

variations in frame rates and sampling intervals in three 471

continuous frames. As shown in Fig. 10(a), there exists a time 472

gap ΔT = Tf − xcΔs→c between frame 0 and frame 1 when 473

ΔT > 0. The signal transmitted during this gap period is not 474
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Fig. 11. Overview of SCREENID system.

detected in any of the received frames, such that the captured475

video is non-continuous (incomplete).476

Information duplication can occur in two sequential frames477

when ΔT < 0. As shown in Fig. 10(b), frame 0 and frame478

1 contain a portion of the tail replicated from frame 0. In these479

situations, the camera receives identical stripe signals in two480

sequential frames. Recovering the original signal requires481

interpolation to deal with information loss or the removal of482

duplicated frame sections and concatenation of the remaining483

sections to deal with information duplication, where the length484

of the lost or duplicated data is denoted by ΔT

Δs→c
. Specifically,485

we insert a specific number of zeroes (matching the length of486

the lost data) into the interval for information loss. Conversely,487

we remove a specific number of tails (matching the length of488

the data duplication) for information duplication.489

VII. SYSTEM DESIGN490

Fig. 11 illustrates the architecture of SCREENID system,491

comprising two parts: encoding by the sender (smartphone492

screen) and decoding by the receiver (camera).493

A. Encoding494

Verifying the authenticity of a screen requires that additional495

information be embedded in the QR code, namely (i) PWM496

frequency fpwm and (ii) PWM latency between two rows497

ΔS . The size of the QR code to be generated is adjusted498

automatically based on the resolution and size of the screen,499

such that the length of the edge is of the fixed number of500

pixels (580 pixels in our implementation) across screens.501

Using SCREENID requires that fpwm and ΔS are both502

known in advance. Before the user first register his PWM503

frequency fpwm, the screen needs to obtain its PWM latency504

ΔS . For ΔS , it can be obtained by being captured by a505

known configuration camera (cashier). We proposed a method506

below to estimate ΔS (Sec.VII-B). After obtaining ΔS , the507

user need to register the PWM frequency for the first time.508

The registration process is that, the user shows his screen for509

11 seconds, then the cashier captures the video and split it into510

10 pieces of 2 seconds (1 second overlap). For each piece,511

ScreenID system computes a fpwm using proposed Frequency512

Extraction scheme (Sec. VII-G), then selects the median fpwm513

among 10 measurements as the authenticated fpwm, and finally514

encoded into the QR code encryptedly. This process only needs515

to be finished at the first time. The user only needs to show 516

his smartphone for a period of time, and the rest of process is 517

done by the software in the background. 518

B. Determining PWM Latency ΔS 519

PWM latency ΔS is determined from an image captured 520

at an angle of 90◦ (i.e., α = 90◦ in Fig. 9) using a camera 521

with a known configuration. As indicated in Eq. 5, when α = 522

90◦, the angle of stripe φ is a function of ΔS that satisfied 523

tan φ = ΔS

ΔCM , therefore ΔS = ΔCM tan φ, where ΔC is 524

the rolling shutter interval and M is projection ratio computed 525

using Eq. 4. 526

In our preliminary analysis, we found little variation in 527

PWM latency ΔS among phones of the same model; therefore, 528

it was necessary to measure ΔS only once for each phone 529

model. This could easily be achieved using crowdsourcing 530

where one user of a given phone model performs the calibra- 531

tion and shares the results. Likewise, this information could be 532

provided by the manufacturer when the device is first released. 533

C. Decoding 534

Verifying that the captured QR code is authenticated 535

involves embedding the rolling shutter interval ΔC in camera 536

and PWM latency ΔS in the QR code for use in estimating 537

the PWM frequency. The QR code is accepted only if the 538

estimated PWM frequency and the PWM frequency embedded 539

in the QR code are a close match lower than a threshold. 540

The decoding process is performed in two steps: (i) deter- 541

mining the position of the QR code and (ii) extracting the 542

PWM frequency. 543

D. Measuring Rolling Shutter Interval ΔC 544

Rolling shutter interval ΔC must be known a priori in 545

order to compute the PWM frequency. However, we observed 546

inaccuracies in the rolling shutter interval provided by Android 547

Camera2 API [41]. Therefore, we programmed SCREENID to 548

calibrate camera to obtain an accurate indication of rolling 549

shutter interval (denoted as Δ̂C ). Calibration involves captur- 550

ing an image of an LCD screen with a known PWM frequency 551

fpwm. Based on Eq. 6, the wavelength (i.e., the width of a pair 552

of black and white stripes) denoted by Wlcd can be derived 553

as Wlcd = 1/fpwm/Δ̂C . Thus, the accurate rolling shutter 554

interval can be estimated as Δ̂C = 1/fpwmWlcd. Note that it 555

is easy to calibrate for camera on cashier when carrying out 556

factory examination. 557

E. Optimizing the Camera Configuration 558

The images obtained using the camera serve two purposes. 559

The first purpose involves estimating the position of the 560

QR code and extracting the information embedded. We set 561

the camera to auto-mode to obtain the optimal configura- 562

tion for ambient lighting conditions to obtain a clear image. 563

The second purpose involves measuring the PWM frequency, 564

which requires a clear indication of the stripes. The following 565

configuration was adopted for capturing video frames: 566
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Fig. 12. Methods used to obtain the rotation angle and projection ratio using
a QR code of fixed size.

Exposure time. Many smartphones use PWM dimming567

only under a low brightness ratio, which tends to extend the568

exposure time. Note however that an excessively long exposure569

time would allow the occurrence of more than one PWM cycle,570

thereby compromising stripes clarity. Thus, we configured571

SCREENID to operate at an exposure time of 0.3ms.572

ISO. SCREENID was configured to use the highest available573

ISO, as this tends to enhance contrast between the black and574

white stripes. High ISO operations also tend to generate noise;575

however, the fact that most of the noise it at lower frequencies576

means that it’s easily filtered out using a highpass filter.577

Aperture. SCREENID was configured to use the largest avail-578

able aperture as this tends to blur the background, making it579

easier to extract the contours of the screen.580

F. Determining QR Code Position581

Estimating the distance and angle between the screen and582

the camera involves taking a single photo in auto-mode in583

order to detect the QR code. The position symbols in the the584

QR code (blue blocks in Fig. 12(b)) to form a right-angle585

triangle (green in Fig. 12(b), which can be used to estimate586

rotation angle α.587

Locating the position markers makes it possible to extract588

the contours of the QR code (red in Fig. 12(c)) and measure589

the size of the QR code in the photo. The size of the displayed590

QR code is fixed; therefore, it is possible to compute projection591

ratio M as a fraction of the length of a pixel along the both592

sides of the original QR code.593

G. PWM Frequency Extraction Using Multiple Frames594

After extracting essential information from the QR code, the595

camera immediately switches to video mode for real-time fre-596

quency extraction. As shown in Fig. 11, this process includes597

four steps: Contour Extraction, Multi-frame Concatenation,598

Frequency Extraction, and Verification.599

1) Contour Extraction: Each frame is first transformed600

into a gray-scale image to enhance contrast. The image then601

undergoes denoising and binarization, before the boundaries602

are detected using a function based on the Sobel operator [42].603

2) Multi-Frame Concatenation: From among the multiple604

columns in the contour, we select the longest column as a605

data sample of screen in a frame to maximize the data length.606

The frequency resolution (fres) of the Fourier transform is607

fres = fsample/N [43], where fsample indicates the sampling608

rates and N indicates the number of samples. Identifying the609

characteristic PWM frequency requires a frequency resolution610

of fres = 0.1Hz or smaller. This can be achieved by611

concatenating columns from multiple frames to increase N , 612

as described in Sec. VI-D. 613

3) Frequency Extraction: For a usual condition, the cam- 614

era of smartphones can sample at fsample = 80kHz with 615

4000 columns at frame rates of 30fps. Thus, it requires 616
fsample

fres×4000×30 = 6.7 seconds. Improving system efficiency 617

requires reducing the time required to capture frames, while 618

estimating the PWM frequency with high precision. 619

This was achieved by exploiting the fact that the sam- 620

pling rate (e.g., 80kHz) usually exceeds the Nyquist rate 621

required to reconstruct PWM signals (e.g., 500Hz). Thus, 622

we down sample a sequence of samples of length N (e.g., 623

[x1, x2, x3, · · · , xN ]) by a factor of K by taking a sam- 624

ple at K intervals, which results in K segments. (e.g., 625

[x1, xK+1, x2K+1, · · · ], [x2, xK+2, x2K+2, · · · ], · · · ) from the 626

original sequence. The sampling rate of each segment is 627

becomes fsample/K . We then concatenate all of the segments 628

into a single sequence of length N , which retains the same 629

PWM frequency as long as the new sampling rate is fsample

K > 630

2fpwm. We apply the Hanning window [44] to make the 631

concatenation smoother before applying the Chirp-Z transform 632

(CZT) [45] to improve spectral resolution in the frequency 633

range of interest (i.e., fpwm). We named the whole process 634

Down-sampling CZT in following text. 635

Fig. 13 is an example illustrating the benefits of using down- 636

sampling CZT. When there are two close frequencies, FFT 637

is unable to differentiate between them when the frequency 638

resolution is limited by the data length. CZT can be used 639

to improve spectral resolution within a specific frequency 640

range; however, zooming in at a set resolution can introduce 641

additional errors [45]. Down-sampling CZT provides a finer 642

frequency granularity with sharper peaks, thereby making 643

it easier to distinguish two close peaks without introducing 644

errors. When using down-sampling CZT in the proposed 645

system, we can use the true PWM frequency fpwm (from 646

the information embedded in the QR code) to compute 647

down-sampling rate K and select a frequency range for CZT. 648

4) Verification: SCREENID compares the estimated PWM 649

frequency with the one embedded in the QR code. When the 650

difference is less than a given threshold (0.03Hz in current 651

study), the QR code is accepted. Otherwise, it is rejected. 652

VIII. EVALUATION 653

A. Experiment Setup 654

We generate version-3 (29 × 29) QR codes2 using 655

SCREENID.The size of QR codes is 580 × 580 pixels. 50 656

smartphone screens and 5 smartphone cameras are used in 657

our evaluation. Among 50 screens, 10 are LCD and 40 are 658

OLED screens. 30 screens are of the same model. 659

Unless otherwise stated, we evaluated SCREENID as fol- 660

lows. For each screen, we displayed 40 QR codes where 661

10 embedded the correct PWM frequency of the screen for 662

authentication while the other 30 embedded that of another 663

screen randomly selected from 50 screens for attack. 664

2Alipay uses version-2 (25×25) QR codes [46] while WeChat uses version-
1 (21 × 21) [46] QR codes. Version-3 QR codes which carry more data are
representative of the amount of data needed by these systems.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of spectra between down-sampling CZT, CZT, and
FFT.

Fig. 14. Frequency error of the calibrated rolling shutter interval ̂ΔC and
that from Android API ˜ΔC .

The default settings for the cameras are listed as fol-665

lows: the exposure time is set 0.3ms, the ISO is set to666

maximum, the aperture is set to the largest, the lens focal667

length keeps the same as that of auto-focus mode when668

taking pictures (Refer to Sec.VII-E and Sec.VIII-B). As for669

the settings for the screens, the brightness ratio is set 50%670

to ensure PWM dimming is worked. For each screen, we dis-671

played correct and incorrect QR codes respectively to simulate672

legal and attack attempts. ScreenID takes a 2s video for each673

authentication or attack attempt. The threshold is set 0.03Hz.674

The details of camera model is listed in Appendix. C.675

We utilize TPR (True Positive Rate) and FPR (False Positive676

Rate) as the metrics for performance evaluation, which are677

defined as follows:678

• TPR = Number of accepted authorized QR code
Number of verification attempts679

• FPR = Number of accepted unauthorized QR code
Number of attack attempts680

The higher TPR is and meanwhile the lower FPR is, the better681

SCREENID performs.682

B. Microbenchmark683

1) Rolling Shutter Interval ΔC : We first evaluate the684

scheme to estimate rolling shutter interval ΔC . Since ΔC can-685

not be measured directly, we use ΔC estimated by SCREENID686

(Δ̂C ) and returned by Android API (Δ̃C ) to compute the PWM687

frequency and use the PWM frequency error as the metric. The688

smaller PWM frequency error is, the more accurate ΔC is.689

We use one LCD screen to estimate ΔC of 5 cameras. Then690

the 5 cameras are used to measure the PWM frequency of691

Fig. 15. Verification TPR and time of different frequency extraction schemes.

Fig. 16. The TPR on impact of exposure time and ISO number under different
brightness ratio.

another 10 LCD screens.3 For each pair of the camera and the 692

screen, we repeat the measurement for 10 times and reported 693

the average and standard variation in Fig. 14. We can see that 694

the error is reduced from 30Hz to 0.02Hz using our scheme. 695

2) PWM Latency ΔS: We then evaluate the scheme to 696

estimate PWM latency ΔS . Since ΔS cannot be measured 697

directly, we use the estimated ΔS to compute the PWM 698

frequency and use the PWM frequency error as the metric. 699

The smaller PWM frequency error is, the more accurate ΔS 700

is. We use a camera with the known rolling shutter interval to 701

estimate ΔS of 50 screens. Then the 50 screens are used to 702

compute their PWM frequency by another 4 cameras. We com- 703

pare the PWM frequencies computed using estimated ΔS and 704

the true PWM frequencies. The average error is 0.02Hz which 705

suggests our scheme to estimate ΔS is accurate. 706

3) Number of Required Frames: Here we evaluate how 707

many frames are required to accurately estimate the PWM 708

frequency. We used 5 cameras to capture a 60-second video of 709

each of 50 screens. We compare the proposed down-sampling 710

CZT with FFT and zero-padding FFT. The average TPR 711

under various number of frames is reported in Fig. 15(a). 712

FFT needed 121 frames to get enough frequency resolution 713

to achieve 100% TPR. Zero-padding FFT [47] is a well- 714

known method to refine the frequency granularity by padding 715

zeros. Zero-padding FFT and down-sampling CZT perform 716

similarly and needed 65 and 60 frames, respectively. However, 717

the computation complexity of zero-padding FFT is larger 718

than down-sampling CZT [45], so that down-sampling CZT 719

performs faster than zero padding FFT as shown in Fig. 15. 720

In the following evaluation, we take a 60-frame video and used 721

down-sampling CZT to compute PWM frequency. 722

4) Camera Configuration: To find the best exposure time 723

and ISO, we measure the TPR under various settings and show 724

the results in Fig. 16. For the exposure time, we balance the 725

brightness ratios and set exposure time to 0.3ms. For ISO, 726

3PWM latency ΔS of LCD screens is 0 so we can evaluate one variable at
a time.
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Fig. 17. The TPR and FPR on the impact of threshold of 50 screens we
collected (30 are of the same model).

Fig. 18. The TPR and FPR of 50 screens where the first 30 (red) are of the
same model. The two groups are ordered by their true PWM frequencies.

we can see that the higher ISO is, the higher the TPR is;727

therefore, we set ISO to the highest available for the camera.728

5) Threshold: SCREENID is authorized only when the729

difference between estimated frequency and true frequency730

smaller than the threshold. However, when the threshold731

become larger, the TPR and the FPR both become higher.732

Fig. 17 shows the results of TPR and FPR on the impact733

of threshold. The average TPR is above 94.3% and the FPR734

is below 0.8% across the same model when the threshold is735

0.03Hz. If the threshold is determined as 0.02Hz, the TPR is736

down to 90%. If the threshold is determined as 0.04Hz, the737

FPR is up to 1.5%. To consider a better trade-off, we select738

0.03Hz as the threshold. When the dataset expands, the739

manufacture of the third-party apps can dynamically adjust the740

threshold according to the distribution of PWM frequencies of741

the phone they collected.742

6) Processing Time: We measure the processing time of743

SCREENID on 5 phones (made in 2015 to 2019) and report744

the average processing time of each componet in Table. I.745

The total computation time is 0.857s. The feature extraction746

scheme takes 0.605s which accounts for 70.6% of the total747

processing time. Currently we implement down-sampling CZT748

using OpenCV [48] which can be further optimized by using749

native DSP SDK [49]. We leave it in our future works.750

C. Overall Performance751

We evaluate the overall performance using 5 cameras and752

50 screens. Fig. 18 shows the TPR and FPR of 50 screens.753

The first 30 screens are of the same model. The average TPR754

is 99.7% and 95.0% for all screens and phones of the same755

model. The FPR for each screen in the same model is lower756

than 1.5%, and for other models, the FPR is 0%, respectively.757

D. Robustness of SCREENID758

1) Impact of Screen Brightness: Fig. 19(a) shows the TPR759

under various brightness ratios. We can see the TPR is760

TABLE I

PROCESSING TIME OF SCREENID

Fig. 19. The TPR under various impact factors.

above 99.5% when the brightness ranges from 10% − 90%. 761

When the brightness is 100%, the screen is always on so it 762

doesn’t flicker. Therefore, SCREENID automatically adjusts 763

the brightness to 50% to ensure PWM dimming is applied. 764

2) Impact of Capturing Distances: We evaluate SCREENID 765

under various distances ranging from 0cm to 26cm. Fig. 19(b) 766

shows that TPR is 100% when the distance is 10cm− 18cm. 767

When the captured distance is smaller than 8cm, some cameras 768

cannot capture the complete QR code so the TPR drops to 0%. 769

When the distance is longer than 22cm, the true sampling 770

interval Δs→c becomes larger while the projection ratio M 771

becomes smaller. As the result, the wavelength of stripes is 772

larger than the length of the camera sensor so SCREENID 773

cannot estimate the PWM frequency accurately. This result 774

implies SCREENID works well at the distance from 10−18cm, 775

which is enough for the mobile payment and can prevent from 776

being candid in a much further distance. 777

3) Impact of Rotation Angles: We evaluate the impact of 778

rotation angles (i.e., α in Fig. 19(a)) by rotating the screen 779

from 0◦−360◦ clockwise. Fig. 19(c) shows that TPR is above 780

95.2% in all cases. This implies that SCREENID is robust 781

against how users hold the phone. 782

4) Impact of Offset Angles: When the camera is not held 783

right above the screen, the captured photo may be distorted. 784

To evaluate the impact of the distortion, we measure the TPR 785

under various offset angles and show the results in Fig. 19. 786

We can see when the offset angle is less than 5◦, TPR is above 787

91.8%. However, when the offset angle is larger than 10◦, TPR 788

drops to 0%. As we show in the user study, the restriction does 789

not impair the usability of SCREENID in daily use as the 790

users can easily put the phone with an offset angle within 5◦. 791
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Fig. 20. The TPR on the impact of lighting conditions.

The result also demonstrates SCREENID can successfully pre-792

vent from being sniffed in other viewing angles.793

5) Impact of Ambient Light: QR codes are widely used in794

a variety of environments and the lighting condition is one795

of the key factor affecting screen to camera communications.796

We evaluate the impact of lighting condition under following797

environments: LA:indoor with light off, LB, LC , LD: outdoor798

at 9am,12am,5pm, LE:indoor with light on. The results are799

shown in Fig. 20. It suggests that SCREENID works well under800

various lighting conditions but the TPR may slightly degrade if801

the light is too strong (91.3% while using outdoor at 12a.m.)802

E. User Study803

We recruited 10 participants to use SCREENID (7 male and804

3 female, ages from 22− 56.) Each participant was requested805

to hold a smartphone to decode 30 traditional QR codes and806

30 SCREENID QR codes. Two types of codes were given807

alternately to avoid the bias.808

First, all the traditional and SCREENID QR codes were809

correctly decoded. We measured the time from a QR code was810

given to that it was successfully decoded and show the CDF in811

Fig. 21. We can see that traditional and SCREENID QR codes812

take 1.6s in average. SCREENID QR codes need a longer813

time because SCREENID needs to capture lots of samples to814

improve frequency resolution for the target of differentiating815

more screens. As the camera is getting better, the area of816

CMOS is getting bigger, thus the camera resolution is getting817

higher. Except for the camera resolution, the camera’s shooting818

frame rate is also increasing (e.g., 60Hz and 120Hz). Fig. 21819

shows the required decode time of traditional and SCREENID820

QR codes with various capturing rates. We could see that821

when the capturing rates is 120Hz, it only needs around822

2.4s for decoding, which is 0.8s longer than traditional QR823

codes. As the development of slow motion capturing in todays’824

smartphone, the capturing rate can reach above 200Hz, which825

indicates that the decoding time can potentially reduce further.826

As for the hand shaking effect in using SCREENID, there is827

inevitably a certain amount of camera shake (usually less than828

2mm) [50]. All SCREENID QR codes are correctly verified829

implying SCREENID is robust against the small shaking. It’s830

because we extract a column from each frame independently831

so the shift between frames do not impair the accuracy.832

Finally, we evaluated if participants can put the phone at833

the right positions. As shown in Sec. 19(b) and 19(d), the834

best working distances and offset angles is 10 − 18cm and835

−5◦ to 5◦, respectively. We measured the phone positions836

while participants presented QR codes and show the CDF of837

distances and offset angles in Fig. 22. We can see that of838

Fig. 21. The required decode time of traditional and SCREENID QR codes.

95% offset angles are within 4.5◦ and 95% distances are from 839

10− 16cm, which implies SCREENID can successfully work. 840

IX. SECURITY ANALYSIS 841

In this section, we discuss various attacks and the ability 842

of SCREENID to deal with them. We assume that the attacker 843

is able to determine the PWM frequency of the victim (e.g., 844

by using a light sensor to remotely measure it), but is not 845

cooperating with the cashier responsible for scanning and 846

verifying the QR code, which means the attacker cannot 847

obatain the rolling shutter interval ΔC in the cashier either 848

or intercept the processing data in the cashier. 849

A. Can Attackers Mimic the Victim’s PWM Frequency by 850

Changing Their Phone’s PWM Frequency? 851

PWM dimming is applied to an on-chip display con- 852

troller [32] using one of two methods [51]. The first method 853

has the CPU encode the brightness ratio and send it to the 854

display controller via I2C interface. The display controller then 855

produces corresponding PWM signals for dimming control. 856

When the victims’ smartphone uses this method, there is no 857

way for the attacker to change their PWM frequency without 858

replacing the display controller chip. 859

The other PWM dimming method involves the CPU out- 860

putting a PWM signal through a pin connected to display 861

controller, which internally senses the PWM duty cycle and 862

uses it for dimming control. If the attacker is able to identify 863

the CPU pin being used and has the root permission to 864

modify low-level drivers, then he/she might be able to alter 865

the PWM frequency. However, increasingly strict security 866

restriction on the Android system [52] and the difficulties 867

involved in identifying the correct CPU pin and commands 868

make it nearly impossible to modify the PWM frequency in 869

this way. Note that changing a new screen will not change 870

the CPU pin connected to display controller or modify the 871

low-level drivers either. Therefore, the PWM frequency will 872

not change if the user changes a new screen. 873

B. Can Attackers Mimic the Victim’s PWM Frequency by 874

Adding Rolling Stripes Over the QR Codes? 875

A possible attacking method is that the attacker may repro- 876

duce the PWM pattern on his phone (e.g. embed a video with 877

the rolling stripe patterns on top of screen to fool the camera). 878

However, according to Eq. 6, the stripes on the screen (i.e., 879

the victim’s screen) are a function of PWM frequency fpwm 880

as well as the rolling shutter interval ΔC . The fact that we 881

assume the attacker cannot cooperate with the cashier, which 882
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Fig. 22. The CDF of initial offset angle and distance.

means the attacker does not know the configuration of the883

camera on cashier (i.e., ΔC ) makes it impossible to produce884

the correct rolling stripes over the QR codes; Another possible885

attacking way is to use the reflection of QR code on glass of886

cashier. However, the stripe pattern is produced by the rollign887

shutter interval ΔC of its front camera, not the camera of888

cashier with the PWM latency ΔS . Hence, this attacking way889

is meaningless.890

C. Can Attackers Mimic the Victim’s PWM Frequency by891

Using an External Lighting Device?892

If we assume that the attacker has a lighting device capable893

of flickering at an arbitrary rate, it might be possible to light894

their screen at a rate mimicking the PWM frequency of the895

victim. However, we do not view this kind of attack method896

as practical, as it would be easily detected by the cashier.897

Furthermore, this type of lighing device would also produce898

rolling stripes throughout the captured video, rather than just899

on the screen, as shown in Fig. 6. Another way is to use900

a screen connected to a CPU on a development board, and901

show the QR code on the screen, which can be disguised902

as a real smartphone to cheat the cashier. If the attackers903

have the ability to modify the PWM frequency, it can indeed904

bypass the presented ScreenID system. In order to modify905

the PWM dimming frequency, the attackers have to identify906

the CPU pin connected to display controller, further apply907

the root permission to modify low-level drivers, and finally908

encode and send the brightness ratio and PWM frequency909

to the display controller via I2C interface. It is difficult to910

identify the correct CPU pin and commands so we assume911

that the attackers do not have the ability to modify the PWM912

frequency.913

D. Can Attackers Happen to Have a Phone With the Same914

PWM Frequency as That of the Victim’s Phone?915

In the proposed system, a QR code is designated legal when916

the difference between the estimated PWM frequency and917

characteristic frequency reported in the QR code is less then918

0.03Hz. As shown in Fig. 4, 99.8% of the pairwise difference919

in frequency is larger than 0.03Hz. This would require that920

an attacker use 450 phones to achieve 90% success rate. Such921

an attack would indeed be possible; however, it would be922

prohibitively expensive. SCREENID is meant to enhance the923

security of QR codes with the hardware dimming feature;924

however, it cannot guarantee security. Note that SCREENID925

does not need customized techniques so that it can mean-926

while incorporate with existing authentication schemes. For927

Fig. 23. Impact of estimation error of ΔC .

example, [23] uses the brightness pixel as fingerprint for 928

differentiating screens. The future research could also focus 929

on the extraction of additional screen characteristics as a 930

complement to SCREENID to formulate fingerprints of greater 931

depth. 932

E. Can Attackers Enumerate as Small Number of ΔC Values 933

and Bypass ScreenID System With a Few Attempts? 934

ΔC is an important parameter to accurately estimate the 935

PWM frequency. The more accurate ΔC is, the smaller PWM 936

frequency error is. In order to address the question, we mea- 937

sured the average frequency estimation error of calibrated ΔC 938

compared to uncalibrated on three different screen models 939

(shown in Fig. 14). It shows that an uncalibrated ΔC can lead 940

to a 30Hz error for PWM frequency estimation, resulting in 941

worse performance when using ScreenID system. Moreover, 942

we also consider it impossible for an adversary to enumerate 943

ΔC for two reasons. The first reason is that ΔC varies from 944

camera to camera. For example, the ΔC for Nexus 5 is 945

1.3342 × 10−5s, for K20pro is 1.1111 × 10−5s, and for 946

Mi10ultra is 1.0879 × 10−5s. It is hard for the attackers to 947

know an approximately value of ΔC for all kinds of screen 948

model. The second reason is that a slight difference of ΔC 949

can lead to huge estimation errors, resulting in worse TPR. 950

Fig. 23 shows the TPR under impact of estimation error of ΔC . 951

We can see that the estimation error of only 10−8s caused a 952

huge drop in TPR (from 94.3% to 63.2%). When the difference 953

is larger than 10−7s, the TPR drops to 0. Therefore, it is indeed 954

difficult for an adversary to estimate ΔC with a few attempts. 955

In summary, SCREENID provides robust protection against 956

attacks using hardware (not easily manipulated) and joint fea- 957

tures (PWM frequency fpwm, PWM latency ΔS , and rolling 958

shutter interval ΔC ), which are difficult to compromise at 959

the same time. At present, SCREENID is limited to screens 960

that use PWM dimming method. There are still a number 961

of devices, such as some Apple iPhone models that still use 962

analog dimming control and would not be protected using 963

our system (however, Apple’s higher end models, like iPhone 964

11 pro, use PWM dimming.) Nonetheless, it is expected that 965

PWM dimming will become the overwhelming standard as 966

OLED gain popularity [53] thanks to their light weight, wide 967

viewing angle, and high color accuracy [32]. 968

X. CONCLUSION 969

In this study, we proposed SCREENID to enhance the 970

security of QR codes by fingerprinting the screens displaying 971

the QR codes. Only QR codes displaying on its specific screen 972

are accepted. SCREENID exploits PWM frequency as a unique 973
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screen fingerprint. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effi-974

cacy of SCREENID in differentiating screens to enhance the975

security of QR codes in real-world situations.976

APPENDIX A977

DETAILS OF CHIRP-Z TRANSFORM978

In this part, we supplement the details of using Chirp-Z979

transform (CZT) to refine frequency spectrum to obtain the980

PWM frequency. CZT is a method for spectrum fining. It only981

needs to analyze the frequency band where the signal is982

located. It is hoped that the sampling of the frequency spec-983

trum will be concentrated in this frequency band to obtain a984

higher resolution, and the part outside the frequency band can985

be ignored. The working principle is that:986

For a known sequence x(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N−1, its Z-transform987

is defined as988

X(z) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n)z−n
989

its sampling points can be990

zk = AW−k, k = 0, 1, · · · , M − 1.991

where A = A0e
jθ0 , W = W0e

jφ0 . A0 is the radius length of992

the starting sampling point on the spiral line, θ0 represents993

the phase angle, φ0 represents the equivalent angle between994

two adjacent points, W0 represents the spiral stretch rate.995

Therefore, we can derive that996

X(zk) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n)A−nWnk, k = 1, · · · , M − 1997

nk =
1
2
[n2 + k2 − (k − n)2]998

X(zk) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n)A−nW
n2
2 W− (k−n)2

2 W
k2
2999

= W
k2
2

N−1∑
n=0

[x(n)A−nW
n2
2 ]W

(n−k)2

21000

1001

Let1002

g(n) = x(n)A−nW
n2
2 , h(n) = W−n2

21003

Therefore, we can derive that1004

X(zk) = W
k2
2

N−1∑
n=0

g(n)h(k − n)1005

= W
k2
2 [g(k) ∗ h(k)], k = 0, · · · , M − 11006

This means that the original formula can be achieved by1007

linear convolution of two sequences. g(n) is a finite sequence,1008

and h(n) can be an infinite sequence. Since we only focus an1009

interval with M points, we can refine the spectrum in these1010

M points. Note that the equivalent angle φ0 can be arbitrary,1011

the frequency resolution can be arbitrary. Therefore, we can1012

refine the spectrum and improve frequency resolution in our1013

concentrated frequency band. For the detailed information,1014

please refer to [45].1015

TABLE II

DETAILS OF CAMERA MODEL

APPENDIX B 1016

APPROXIMATE SQUARE WAVE WITH 1017

SINUSOIDAL WAVES 1018

In this part, we give the proof that it is reasonable to approx- 1019

imate the square wave with sinusoidal waves. Considering 1020

the square wave is an even function with a period of T , the 1021

amplitude is Am, the pulse width is αT (i.e., the duty cycle). 1022

The function of this square wave in the range of [−T
2 , T

2 ] is 1023

1024

f(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Am, |t| ≤ αT

2
0, |t| >

αT

2

1025

According to the parity, the Fourier series expansion of the 1026

waveform in the range of [−T
2 , T

2 ] is 1027

f(t) ∼ a0

2
+

∞∑
n=1

ancos(
2πnt

T
) 1028

where Fourier coefficient is 1029

an =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

2
T

∫ T
2

−T
2

f(t)dt, n = 0

2
T

∫ T
2

−T
2

f(t) · cos(2πnt

T
), n = 1, 2, 3 · · ·

1030

Substituting the f(t) function into the Fourier coefficient 1031

expression, we can get: 1032

a0 = 2αAman =
2
T

∫ αT
2

−αT
2

Amcos(
2πnt

T
) 1033

=
2Am

nπ
sin(αnπ), n = 1, 2, 3, · · · 1034

Therefore, we can derive the Fourier series expansion as 1035

follows: 1036

f(t) ∼ αAm +
2Am

nπ

∞∑
n=1

sin(αnπ)
n

cos(nωt), n = 1, 2, 3, · · · 1037

where the frequency ω = 2π
T , which represents PWM 1038

frequency. 1039

Since we only focus the peak value of frequency spectrum, 1040

and the duty cycle α is constant (the bright ratio is constant), 1041

we can simplify the expression when n = 1, the expression 1042

can be: 1043

f(t) = αAm +
2Am

π
sin(απ)cos(ωt) = αAm + Bcos(ωt) 1044

where B = 2Am

π sin(απ) is a constant value. 1045

So far, we proof the square wave can be simplified to a sine 1046

wave. 1047
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TABLE III

DETAILS OF SCREEN MODEL

APPENDIX C1048

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES1049

In this part, we describe the information of experimental1050

devices. We select 5 smartphones as the camera, the para-1051

meters of the camera model are listed in Tab. II. As for the1052

screen model, we generated QR codes on 50 screens. Among1053

50 screens, 10 are LCD and 40 are OLED screens. 30 screens1054

are of the same model. The parameters of the screen model1055

are listed as Tab. III.1056
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